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Abstract

Drying is one of the most complex and energy-consuming chemical unit operations. R&D efforts in drying technology have skyrocketed in the past decades, as new drivers emerged in this industry next to procuring prime product quality and high throughput, namely reduction of energy consumption and carbon footprint as well as improving food safety and security. Solutions are sought in optimising existing technologies or developing new ones which increase energy and resource efficiency, use renewable energy, recuperate waste heat and reduce product loss, thus also the embodied energy therein. Novel tools are required to push such technological innovations and their subsequent implementation. Particularly computer-aided drying process engineering has a large potential to develop next-generation drying technology, including more energy-smart and environmentally-friendly products and dryers systems. This review paper deals with rapidly emerging advanced computational methods for modelling dehydration of porous materials, such as many foods. Drying is approached as a combined multiphysics, multiscale and multiphase problem. These advanced methods include computational fluid dynamics, several multiphysics modelling methods (e.g. conjugate modelling), multiscale modelling and modelling of material properties and the propagation of material property variability. Apart from the current challenges identified for each of these, future perspectives should be directed towards material property determination, model validation, more complete multiphysics models and more energy-oriented and integrated “nexus” modelling of the dehydration process. Development of more user-friendly, specialised software is paramount to bridge the current gap between modelling in research and industry by making it more attractive. These advanced computational methods show promising perspectives to aid developing next-generation sustainable and green drying technology, tailored to the new requirements for the future society, and are expected to play an increasingly important role in drying technology R&D.
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1. Introduction

Drying (also dehydration or dewatering) implies removing moisture from natural or industrial materials down to a specific moisture content, while ensuring at the same time prime product quality, high throughput and minimal operational costs. Drying is applied amongst others for processing food, textile, paper, wood, ceramics, minerals, wastewater sludge, pharmaceutical products or biotechnological products [1]. As one of the most energy-intensive unit operations in industry, drying can use about 10%-25% of the national energy consumption for industrial processes [1–3].

Though drying is a well-established unit operation in chemical engineering [4], the current dryers, with a typical lifetime of a few decades, were not designed for a world where energy usage has become an important part of the operational and lifecycle cost of a dryer and where the use of environmentally-friendly technology is strongly encouraged. The underlying drivers here are climate change, the limited amount of natural resources to produce energy, but especially the steep rise in global energy consumption (expected to increase with one third by 2035, [5]), due to the rapid industrial and demographic expansion in developing economies. Despite the fast progress in developing more sustainable, energy-smart drying technology in the past decades (Figure 1), such efforts are expected to increase even more in the future. Here, evolutionary and revolutionary technological innovations, driven by the need to reduce energy demand and carbon footprint, particularly aim at improving energy efficiency, increasing the use of renewable energy and recuperating waste heat. At the same time however, innovative drying technologies should also strive to improve product quality but also to develop novel products [6]. Furthermore, material losses should be minimised (turndown ratio) in order to use our resources more efficiently and as a large amount of energy is embodied in dried products, which is lost indirectly in that way.

Due to these new boundary conditions and continuously emerging new feedstock, existing technologies are currently revised and optimised or intelligently combined (e.g. multistage and hybrid dryers; [7–10]), but also entirely new processes and equipment are developed. Several of these advanced innovative drying technologies and the accompanied R&D challenges have been discussed in literature [6,10–14]. Their successful integration in an industrial process chain is however often uncertain, as significant benefits compared to existing technology are required to find industrial acceptance. This originates from the large timescales involved in this industry, which slows down implementation of new technologies and leads to long payback times [6]. As such, hardware replacement is often done in the context of retrofitting or upgrading existing dryer systems rather than implementing novel systems [13].

Optimizing existing drying technologies or developing novel technological concepts requires a simultaneous leap forward in drying-process analysis methods, both experimental or numerical, in order to create more means to fine-tune drying processes and to deal with the added complexity of these state-of-the-art technologies. Such methods are currently used to assist in: (1) design and performance assessment of dryer equipment and systems, as well as troubleshooting of existing plants [15]; (2) dynamic (online) drying process control [8,16–18]; (3) optimisation of the dehydration process of the (porous) product itself within the drying unit [19,20]. For the latter, the drying industry currently still heavily relies on laboratory or pilot plant studies but also on basic process calculations, mathematical models or process simulation software (e.g. [15,21–25]). Such software is developed at different levels of complexity for dealing with the dehydration process, as discussed in detail by [15,26,27], and mostly involves basic programs for dryer design and selection, process simulation and control (heat and mass balances) or cost estimation. The use of advanced computational methods for more in-depth analysis of dehydration processes, of which computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is probably the most well-known, has received much less attention [1,12,28]. By explicitly modelling (part) of the complex physical processes occurring during drying (e.g. using CFD or finite-element modelling), these computational methods can aid in enhancing
product quality (e.g. residual moisture content, case hardening or cracking, nutritional content for food), ensuring inter-product uniformity, optimising drying conditions or reducing drying time, product waste and energy consumption of the drying process [26]. The use and acceptance of such numerical methods by the drying community and industry is however limited, for which several factors are responsible:

- Drying involves multiphase transport processes at multiple scales, where multiple physical processes are involved. This multicubed nature of the drying process (multicubed implies multi³: multiphase, multiscale and multiphysics) is responsible for the complexity and challenges encountered while modelling them, and the reluctance of undertaking such effort. Modelling these transport processes inside porous materials is currently considered one of the major hurdles in drying modelling [15].
- Numerical modelling of dehydration of porous materials requires knowledge on material properties, which are often not known, change during processing, have a complex dependency on temperature and moisture content, and exhibit a large inter- and intra-sample variability [19,28,29]. Obtaining material-property data is time-consuming and requires specialised equipment, which is also a major hurdle when applying numerical modelling for drying analysis.
- For low-value items, such as many foods, the additional effort of modelling the dehydration process can often not be economically justified.
- User-friendly modelling tools embedded in advanced (commercial) software, customised to the specific applications drying engineers need them for, are not readily available and scarce [15]. The main reasons are that the customer base for such specialized drying software tools is rather limited and that a dryer is very complex, specialized equipment, of which hundreds of types exists. As such, mostly in-house codes are developed by academics or large companies, or commercial software is customized by implementing submodels, which is often not straightforward for most users [28]. Either way, significant expertise is required from the user. In the development of such tools, there is currently a gap between research and industry, due to different requirements set forth by both: where industrial users need fast, user-friendly (commercial) tools for realistic 3D engineering problems, academics rather develop in-house (open source) tools to study more fundamental aspects of drying processes, which are currently out of reach of commercial software, and apply them on simplified (2D) geometries.

Advanced numerical modelling however has some unique advantages compared to drying experiments in laboratory setups, pilot plants or even full-scale facilities:

- Simulations actually imply having non-intrusive, virtual sensors or monitors in nearly each point (i.e. of the computational mesh). As such the distribution of all variables (temperature, moisture content, velocity, etc.) within the product and its surroundings is available at very high spatial and temporal resolution, even at scales or locations which are difficult to access experimentally. Such 3D information leads to a deeper physical insight and understanding of the drying process, which can feed new ideas for (re)designing or optimising drying processes.
- Heat and mass flows during drying can be quantified throughout space and time, which both play a key role in energy optimisation, waste heat recuperation and dehumidification of return air.
- Sensitivity to small changes, such as drying conditions, can be detected as no “experimental uncertainty” or problems with repeatability are present, e.g. due to varying operating conditions or sample material properties.
- The predictive capability inherent to modelling allows a-priori design and optimisation of drying processes or dryers, in a virtual way, without the cost and effort of constructing a scaled or full-scale setup and the time needed to perform experiments.
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- The use of multi-objective process optimization methods can turn the numerical model into a proactive design and analysis tool.
- No limitations are present with respect to the drying conditions (e.g. hostile environments at high temperature) and safety is also not an issue.
- No scale-up issues are present. Reduced-scale experiments on laboratory or pilot plant setups often experience difficulties to relate/upscale their results to full-scale dryer setups, as the processes occurring are highly nonlinear. Numerical simulations on the other hand can be performed at the actual scale [15,30].
- Modelling does not require additional lab space, maintenance and technical personnel to operate the equipment but also avoids the high energy costs inherent to drying.

These particular advantages are responsible for the major push forward of computational methods in drying process engineering in the past decades (see Figure 1). Advanced computational modelling is however not expected to provide an added value for every drying process nor be cost-beneficial here, compared to more simplified methods. Nevertheless, computer-aided drying process engineering (CADPE) [17] is envisaged to be decisive in taking evolutionary steps in conventional drying process optimization or to help conceptualise, design and optimise next-generation drying processes. CADPE should allow to tailor them to the (energy) requirements for the future drying industry, to make them cost-beneficial, which is the single most important criterion for industrial implementation [31,32], and to optimise product quality or even design new materials, such as foods with improved functional properties [33–37]. This will not be an easy task, given the intrinsic interdisciplinary character of drying technology, which encompasses material science, chemical and mechanical engineering, energy technology and even food technology [30]. R&D efforts in CADPE will thus require an unprecedented integrative and multidisciplinary approach in order to develop such next-generation sustainable and green drying technology.

This review focuses on advanced computational methods which are currently emerging and which show large potential for computer-aided drying process engineering, both at research level as well as in an industrial context. The computational methods discussed here are those intended for modelling dehydration of the material in the drying chamber in particular, so where the product to be dried is the core focus, and not as such for modelling drying process control or design, and performance or cost assessment of entire dryer plants, for which other, less advanced process simulation tools are available [15,26,27]. The main reason to target the product dehydration process itself is that its understanding is a key aspect for the evaluation and optimisation of drying processes, as it affects product quality, product losses and associated loss of embodied energy, product throughput, energy usage, energy efficiency and possible recuperation of waste heat. The focus of this review is primarily on convective drying, or hybrid technologies thereof, as they comprise the majority of all drying processes [1]. Both drying of macroscopic porous products as well as microscopic products, such as droplets and particles, are considered. The modelling methods are approached from a multicubed perspective, but particularly concentrate on the larger scales, which are most relevant to industry. The reader will notice that the review is oriented particularly towards food applications, for which there are a few good reasons. In the food industry, which accounts for about 30% of the world’s energy consumption [38], drying comprises an important and energy-intensive unit operation [39], as most foods require drying of at least a part of the product at some stage during processing (roughly 34% in weight of the world’s produce, [111]). These foods can be both natural products (fruits, vegetables, herbs, meat and fish) as well as manufactured foods (e.g. instant foods and nutraceuticals). In addition, foods are amongst the most challenging materials to dry properly, due to their complex, multiscale nature, the large range of multiphysics transport processes that occur during drying and their inherent large biological variability. For these reasons, research efforts on drying of food materials have been extensive (Figure
1, [1,6,30,40–42]]. This review starts off with presenting the multicubed nature of the drying process, after which a general background on modelling of drying processes is given. Consequently, several advanced computational methods are discussed, and future perspectives are given for each of them. To end with, more general challenges in the context of advanced modelling methods for drying are presented, including an outlook towards more integrated and interdisciplinary modelling for developing energy-smart, environmentally-friendly drying technology.

2. Drying: a multicubed problem

2.1 Multiphase

The vast majority of all drying processes involves the removal of water from a porous material leading to dehydration [1]. Multiple phases are present in these materials: (1) the solid phase, being the dry material matrix, but also ice, for example during freeze drying; (2) Liquid water, which can exist in different states: unbound (free) water, physically-bound (adsorbed) water and chemically-bound water (e.g. in gypsum or cement-based materials); (3) Gas, namely water vapour and dry air (O₂, N₂, CO₂) but also other gasses, for example ethylene in fruit.

2.2 Multiscale

With transport and exchange processes occurring at multiple spatial and temporal scales, drying has a distinct multiscale nature. Typical scales involved are illustrated in Figure 2 for some products relevant for the drying industry. They clearly have a different composition at each scale. Note that these scales overlap to some extent and are quite product specific. They are defined here, rather arbitrary, as follows:

- Dryer scale (~10⁻¹-10⁻³ m), i.e. at the level of an entire dryer facility. Individual (porous) products to be dried (in the drying chamber) can be distinguished, but appear homogeneous themselves. The different components making up the product cannot be distinguished. Such components are, for example, cement and aggregates in concrete (see Figure 2).
- Macroscale (~10⁻²-10⁻¹ m), i.e. at the level of a single product. Different product components can be distinguished, as well as macro-cracks, though each component appears homogeneous.
- Mesoscale (~10⁻⁴-10⁻³ m), i.e. at the level of a single component within a product. Different constituents of a component (e.g. latewood and earlywood, see Figure 2) can be distinguished as well as macro-pores, inclusions, constituent interfaces or droplets on surfaces. Each constituent appears homogeneous.
- Microscale (~10⁻⁶-10⁻⁴ m), i.e. at level below a single constituent. Within a constituent, micro-pores and micro-capillaries, grains, fibres, micro-crystals, pits in wood, or plant/fruit cells can be distinguished.
- Nanoscale (~10⁻⁶-10⁻⁵ m). Examples are nano-capillaries, cell walls and the cellulose microfibrils of which it is composed, cell membranes and aquaporins therein.

2.3 Multiphysics

Drying is also a multiphysics problem, where coupled heat, mass and momentum transport processes occur inside the material and also exchange processes with the environment take place at air-material (or material-material) interfaces. The transport and exchange processes involved are prescribed by the applied drying technique and the specific material of interest. The most relevant physical processes involved in drying are presented in Figure 3, which are also the ones that should be captured by associated modelling. For more detailed information on both transport and exchange processes, within the perspective of drying modelling, the reader is referred to the following books [43,44] or studies [19,20,45–47], amongst others.
Materials particularly differ with respect to their water (liquid & vapour) transport pathways at the microscale, which are intrinsically linked to their microstructure. Typical examples are (see also Figure 3): mono- and multi-layer (ad- and de)sorption of (physically bound) water onto pore walls of hygroscopic materials [48]; capillary transport in the pore system of stone or soil [49] which can include liquid film flows [50–52], but also in textiles (called wicking here); apoplastic, symplastic and transcellular pathways for water transport in plant tissue [53]; water transport through bordered pits in wood tracheids, where the elastic pit membrane allows dynamic opening or closing of the pit, which can prevent embolism [54]. These differences at the lower scales induce a fundamentally different drying behaviour at higher scales.

In addition to these physical processes which occur during drying, (bio)chemical processes can take place as well, especially for biological products such as food. Typical examples are degradation processes such as reduced nutrient and enzyme retention, changes in aroma or color, fat oxidation or microbiological activity [55–57]. Though we will not go into detail in this review, these (bio)chemical changes during drying, and modelling these, is of paramount importance, for example when dealing with food safety or nutritional and organoleptical (sensory) quality [16,35], and is at the same time very challenging.

3. Drying processes modelling at different scales

Several numerical approaches have been set forth to model heat, mass and momentum transfer during dehydration of a porous material. The chosen approach is prescribed by the spatial scale and the physical processes to be captured. The most common modelling methods are discussed below at the scales they are typically applied to model drying processes. Note however that some methods can inherently deal with a wider range of length scales [58].

At dryer scale and macroscale, but also at mesoscale, so called macroscopic models are commonplace. These models assume the material as a continuum. Each point within the material is considered to be the centre of a so-called representative elementary volume (REV). In such a REV, the individual phases are assumed superimposed to one another, which implies they cannot be distinguished separately. REVs should be sufficiently large, e.g. larger than the pore size, to allow representative averaging of material properties within a REV. In contrast, a REV should also be small enough to avoid variations of quantities within the REV (e.g. temperature) due to macroscopic gradients and associated non-equilibrium conditions at this microscale level (e.g. [59]). Transport inside the material is modelled by (effective) material properties [19,29,46,60], which are obtained experimentally or via numerical simulation at smaller scales ([59], section 4.3 and 4.4). As such, the complex transport pathways and processes at microscale level and below (section 2.3) are included in a lumped way in the material (transport) properties and transport equations, rather than accounting for them explicitly by modelling at the microscale level. A typical example is the use of Darcy’s law in combination with a liquid permeability (Figure 3), i.e. a macroscopic material property, to describe liquid transport inside a porous material at continuum level, which inherently includes the complex transport phenomena at microscale level, such as liquid film flows. These material properties are often a complex function of temperature, moisture content but also deformation state.

The governing equations for macroscopic models are obtained by: (1) the phenomenological approach [61–63]; (2) the approach based on mixture theory [64–67]; (3) the mechanistic (first-principle based) approach, which relies on volume-averaging microscopic conservation equations for each phase [68–71], but also a moving evaporation boundary formulation was put forward, which assumes a sharp interface where evaporation takes place in the material [72,73]. Continuum (macroscopic) models are typically solved by means of finite element, finite volume or finite difference methods [74,75].
At lower scales, other modelling methods are more appropriate to model multiphase flow in porous materials, amongst others since the validity of the continuum hypothesis can be compromised [76–78]. For drying at meso- to microscale, the most well-known method is pore network modelling [49,51,79–85]. Here, the microstructure of the porous material is explicitly modelled, namely by representing it as a network of pores interconnected by so-called throats. They are mainly used to study or determine macroscopic material (transport) properties at the scale of the REV (e.g. permeabilities), i.e. those used in continuum models, and to understand drying at a mesoscale (sample) level in a more fundamental way since the impact of the pore microstructure and transport therein on the drying kinetics can be assessed explicitly [50,51,80], amongst others the impact of liquid film flows.

Other lower-scale simulations, discussed below, are rarely performed within the framework of industrial drying processes, but rather to gain fundamental understanding in wetting/drying phenomena of materials in various research fields. When modelling drying-related transport processes at the pore-scale level (i.e. micro- and nanoscale), for example capillary transport in pores or water adsorption at pore walls, following methods are applied, amongst others: Lattice Boltzmann method [86], smooth particle hydrodynamics, dissipative particle dynamics, the material point method but also conventional CFD [87]. A review on these methods can be found in [58]. At the lowest scale (nanoscale), molecular dynamics is commonplace [88,89].

At any scale, drying process modelling also requires accurate modelling of the exchange processes with the environment, such as convective and radiative exchange (Figure 3), and, for particles or droplets, of the particle dynamics and their interactions in the dryer. These will be dealt with in section 4.

Most modelling research and software development on drying processes have been performed at the dryer and macroscale level [17,28,59]. The reason for this is that these scales are directly relevant for industry and for corresponding experimental research on pilot plants, with which both researchers and engineers have a closer affinity. As such, macroscale (or continuum-based) modelling in particular has the best perspectives to be integrated as one of the cornerstones in industrial drying process design and optimization [28,31]. The advanced modelling methods developed within this perspective are the main focus of this review.

Despite remarkable advances in model development at lower scales by various research groups [58,80], these models had less exposure in drying technology so far due to the required high-level expertise, which is not part of a standard engineering curriculum, and the complexity experienced when coupling or transferring the results to higher scales. Nevertheless, lower-scale modelling should deserve more attention in the future as our fundamental understanding of transport phenomena at these scales is still lacking but is paramount to advance beyond the current state-of-the-art in drying technology. A typical example here is how changes to food microstructure, e.g. as induced by pre-treatments [11,90], can be of key importance to improve macroscopic drying behaviour and product quality [91,92].

Finally, it needs to be said that these existing models for dehydration of porous materials predominantly focus on the physics of the drying process. They are however rarely used to target other aspects as well, such as energy efficiency, consumption and recuperation, product losses and energy embodied therein, biochemical and organoleptic aspects of (food) quality (e.g. nutritional content of food, colour), etc. Nevertheless, interesting perspectives towards a more integrated modelling approach are present, as detailed below (section 4.2.3 and 5.4).

4. Advanced modelling methods
Several advanced computational methods for drying of porous materials have clearly emerged in the past decade, of which some examples are given in Figure 4. The ones discussed below were selected based on their envisaged
potential to become more firmly established within the drying community in the near future, due to their ability to develop next-generation drying processes combined with expected improvements in access and user-friendliness of modelling tools for researchers and engineers. These methods include (1) CFD for modelling airflow, but also particle motion, thus multiphase modelling; (2) multiphysics modelling, implying here modelling heat and mass transport in the product coupled with external airflow (conjugate modelling), with hygro-mechanical deformation or with other physical processes within the material; (3) multiscale modelling of drying processes; (4) modelling of material properties and the propagation of material property variability into the simulation results.

Previous reviews on advanced computational methods for drying include Perré [93] and Frank and Perré [58], which however focussed on the pore-scale level. Wang and Sun [74] and Datta [28] reviewed such modelling for the food industry in general, including drying processes amongst others. Some advanced computational tools for drying were included in the book of Tsotsas and Mujumdar [43]. These previous works however do not make the present review less timely, given the rapid evolution of modelling techniques in drying technology (Figure 4) and since its focus is particularly on modelling at the dryer-/macroscale and on all types of materials, including but not limited to food. This review particularly targets recent developments and provides a fresh outlook for each of the aforementioned modelling methods.

4.1 Computational fluid dynamics

CFD is probably the most well-known and widespread advanced modelling method treated in this review. It has been applied, amongst others, for convective dryers, spray dryers, tray dryers, flash dryers, fluidized and sprouted bed dryers. The use of CFD in drying technology is rapidly expanding (Figure 4) and was recently reviewed by Jamaleddine and Ray [94], with a particular focus on gas-solid (particle/droplet) multiphase flow. Other reviews were devoted to its use for spray drying [95–98] or for food processing operations, drying being one of them [99–101].

A new survey was performed by the author on the recent use of CFD in drying technology, by considering relevant journal publications on CFD from 2008 till 2013 (see Appendix 1). This survey identified that food (still) makes up an important part of all materials considered. Commercial software is mainly used, particularly ANSYS Fluent and ANSYS CFX. For turbulence modelling, the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes approach (RANS) dominates, mostly in combination with two-equation turbulence models (k-ε and k-ω models) and wall functions. This recent survey also revealed that 2D modelling still is used extensively next to 3D modelling (about 50/50). The same holds for steady-state and transient modelling (also about 50/50). Below, the most prominent applications of CFD for drying modelling are discussed and current knowledge gaps and perspectives are given. The reader will find it maybe surprising that the use of CFD for energy optimisation of drying processes is not included. The reason is that it is just not often used (yet) for this purpose [102,103], despite its particular advantage of quantifying heat (enthalpy) and mass flows in dryer systems (e.g. at dryer chamber inlet, outlet and walls but also at product interfaces), which provides a significant added value when compared to experiments.

4.1.1 Inhomogeneities in flow field

Its high spatial and temporal resolution makes CFD one of the most appropriate tools to increase our understanding of airflow as well as temperature and humidity fields in dryer systems. Researchers and engineers readily apply CFD to identify inhomogeneities therein [104–108], as these induce variability in drying behaviour and product quality. This knowledge is applied to design and optimise drying equipment (e.g. dryer chamber geometry) and processing strategies.
Despite the numerous research efforts towards detailed validation of CFD simulations, the (absolute) accuracy of CFD simulations is still often criticised in the drying community, and is argued to be too limited for practical use [94]. Such criticism and scepticism towards CFD, or modelling techniques in general, is however not always justified. Furthermore, for problems related to identifying flow-field inhomogeneities, quantitative accuracy can be considered of less importance as a qualitative comparison of flow fields, for example in different dryer designs, is often already sufficient for practical applications.

The accuracy of such flow-field predictions is largely determined by the turbulence modelling approach used. The RANS approach, which still fully dominates CFD research in drying, has the inherent disadvantage that all scales of turbulence are modelled by means of a turbulence model (e.g. k-ε or k-ω models), which can reduce the accuracy of flow predictions. In addition, as no turbulence model is universally valid [109], the turbulence-model choice for each specific case has to be guided by experience and validation studies. The need for more accurate flow-field (thus turbulence) predictions has directed researchers in drying towards more advanced turbulence-modelling approaches, such as the scale-adaptive simulation (SAS) approach [110], the (very) large-eddy simulation [111,112] and hybrid RANS-LES techniques (detached-eddy simulation, [95,98]). Their increased accuracy originates from explicitly resolving a part of the turbulence instead of modelling all of it (LES, DES) or from accounting for turbulence length scales in a more realistic way than RANS (SAS). Such (transient) modelling is however accompanied by an increase in required user expertise, computational cost and postprocessing effort. These hurdles make that these advanced alternatives to RANS are only just surfacing in drying technology [112]. Note however that they are readily available in commercial software and are already commonly applied in other fields of research.

4.1.2 Convective transfer coefficients

Convective transfer coefficients (CTCs) are commonly used in drying modelling to predict the convective heat and mass exchange of macroscopic porous materials or microscopic particles/droplets with the environment at the air-material interface via the boundary layer. This is however done in a quite simplified way [46], as CTCs are often taken from existing empirical correlations with the air speed (e.g. for flat plate or sphere), their spatial and/or temporal variation is usually not accounted for and convective mass transfer coefficients (CMTCs) are often directly estimated from convective heat transfer coefficients (CHTCs) by using the heat and mass transfer analogy [113], though the conditions under which the analogy is valid are often not fulfilled.

The use of such simplified CTCs essentially circumvents accounting for the case-specific nature of the transport in the boundary layer. This facilitates an important part of the modelling of complex drying processes, but on the other hand can seriously compromise the accuracy of the air-side convective heat and mass transfer predictions [46,75]. CFD has proven to be a viable alternative for predicting CTCs [46,74,107,114–119], compared to experiments (e.g. [120]). A particular advantage is that the actual complexity found in the specific dryer of interest is incorporated in the CTCs at a high degree of detail, including the local spatial variability over product surfaces.

Some recent advances in CTC predictions with CFD, relevant to drying, are worthwhile mentioning. A cross-scale modelling approach was applied by Defraeye et al. [119,121] to investigate the impact of partial coverage of surfaces by microscopic droplets (10⁻⁵ m) on the resulting CTCs from the surface. The large range of length scales included in the model (from droplet 10⁻⁵ m to surface 10⁻⁴) allowed to unveil the complex dependency of the CTCs on the surface coverage of the droplets, air speed and droplet size. Furthermore, the combined spatial and temporal variability of CTCs during drying was recently identified by means of conjugate modelling ([46], Figure 5). Conjugate modelling, detailed in section 4.2.1, allows to determine CTCs a-posteriori. A distinct temporal CTC variability was unveiled to a very high degree of detail (Figure 5), showing interesting peak behaviour, particularly
between the constant drying rate period (CDRP) and the decreasing drying rate period (DDRP). Such temporal variability was also reported for conjugate modelling in food processing [122,123].

Next to turbulence modelling (see section 4.1.1), the accuracy of convective exchange predictions with CFD at air-material interfaces during drying is particularly dependent on the applied boundary-layer modelling approach since the major part of the boundary-layer resistance to heat and mass transfer (thus also the CTCs) is located in the lower part (e.g. [124,125]). Here, wall functions (WFs) are often preferred over low-Reynolds number modelling (LRNM) for increased computational economy and easier grid generation: WFs, which model the flow quantities in the boundary-layer region by calculating them by means of semi-empirical functions, avoid resolving the boundary layer explicitly, which requires an extremely high grid resolution for LRNM at high Reynolds numbers. As such, LRNM is not practically applicable for several complex 3D configurations [115,126].

WFs however produce less accurate results for complex flow problems and should definitely be avoided when considering convective (heat) transfer [124,126–128]. Nevertheless, they are still extensively used in CFD modelling of drying processes, as identified by the recent literature survey performed by the author above (section 4). Only a limited amount of studies have applied LRNM (e.g. [46,75,129,130]) but many studies also do not report the boundary-modelling approach which was applied. Hence future best practice in CFD and modelling in general should be directed towards detailed reporting of the used simulation parameters.

**4.1.3 Particle drying**

CFD has been applied extensively to model drying of moist particles (granular material) or droplets with solid material inside (suspended or dissolved). Both will be referred to as “particles” below. CFD is used here to gain insight in the particle flows and trajectories, dispersion rates, particle drying time, particle deposition locations and the influence of drying conditions and chamber design on the particle drying process. CFD offers an alternative to experimental laboratory, pilot-plant or full-scale studies, and has the particular advantage that (individual) particle flow and drying behaviour can be monitored at very high spatial resolution. However, such modelling is challenging due to the multitude of physical processes which have to be captured. These include modelling of turbulent flow, particle transport, particle interactions with the dryer walls or with each other (particle agglomeration/ droplet coalescence, [131]) on the one hand, and particle drying kinetics on the other hand, and their mutual interaction. The most popular application of CFD here is spray drying [94].

With respect to turbulent flow modelling, both accurate bulk flow (turbulence) modelling (section 4.1.1) and boundary-layer modelling (section 4.1.2) are required to capture particle transport as well as particle deposition on walls, both discussed earlier. With respect to boundary-layer modelling, LES becomes too computationally expensive and hybrid RANS-LES modelling seems a more logical choice [98].

For modelling particle transport and particle interactions, two two-phase approaches are mainly applied (e.g. [132–134]). In the Euler-Lagrangian (E-L) approach, the gas phase is treated as a continuum but the trajectories of individual particles are calculated separately. In the Euler-Euler (E-E) approach on the other hand, the gas and particle phases are modelled as two interpenetrating continuous media, thus as a two-phase mixture. The performance of both approaches is compared in Table 1 for various CFD modelling criteria, as compiled from several sources (amongst others, [98,132,133,135–137]). Though the E-E approach often has a significant computational benefit, the intrinsic richer physics of the L-E approach and its wider range of applicability make it the preferred choice for spray drying [98,101,132].

Accurate modelling of the particle/droplet drying kinetics, thus intra-particle heat and mass transport, is also crucial as it can be the limiting factor for the particle drying rate, namely if the resistance to moisture transfer within the particle dominates over the boundary-layer resistance (CHTCs). The most common modelling
approaches are [138]: the characteristic drying curve, diffusion-based models, receding plane models as well as more recent population balance models [139–141] and the reaction engineering approach (REA, [142–144]). The latter is recently becoming more popular and is argued to be very promising since it combines a relatively low computational effort with increased accuracy [95,145]. Population balance modelling is particularly suitable to deal with breakup and agglomeration of particles [139]. Note that the coupling between the particles (discrete) and gas (continuous) phase with respect to the drying kinetics can be one-way or two-way.

There are still particular challenges with respect to modelling drying of particles and droplets. Research efforts should particularly be directed towards improved modelling of: turbulence [98]; 3D unsteady transient cases instead of 2D steady ones [97,98,146]; particle interactions, including particle agglomeration or droplet coalescense [131–133]; wall interactions/deposition [147]; particle drying kinetics [138,145,148], particularly the spatial variation of the moisture content within particles [98,138], the hindering effect of the solids inside droplets on their drying due to shell formation [98,149] and the coupling of particle drying models to CFD [140]; and impact of various particle shapes and sizes on particle drag and convective heat and mass transfer (correlations) [94]. In addition, one could also think of including models for thermal degradation and nutritional quality of (food) particles to enable particle quality predictions as well, though this is left quasi unexplored to date.

Furthermore, additional efforts could be directed towards the implementation of particle or droplet drying in (commercial) CFD software, which now still involves tweaking of the software by the user with user-implemented models to account for particle drying kinetics, particle interactions or turbulent dispersion, amongst others. The aforementioned contributions should provide important steps towards more reliable, quantitative predictions of particle drying, which are still often considered to be rather qualitative [94]. In addition, it is also evident that experimental validation will remain paramount for the further development and use of CFD for particle/droplet drying [146]. Lack of such data is even argued to hinder CFD progress in this area [97].

4.2 Multiphysics modelling

4.2.1 Conjugate air-material modelling

Modelling the convective heat and mass exchange of a porous material with its environment during drying can be done in several ways [75]: (1) Well-established CTCs from literature are used, which have been determined analytically or (semi-)empirically for simplified configurations, such as flat plates. This approach is called non-conjugate since the air-side transport is not explicitly resolved. It is a rather simplified way of dealing with convective exchange, but it is still common practice in drying technology (e.g. [150]); (2) Case-specific CTCs are determined, which for example include a spatial CTC variation, as obtained from separate flow-field calculations using CFD (e.g. [116], see section 4.1.2), or a temporal CTC variation, by incorporating a dependency of CTCs on the moisture content at the surface (e.g. [151,152]). This is referred to as a semi-conjugate approach; (3) The heat and mass transport in the air and in the porous material are solved simultaneously in a transient way, which is called conjugate modelling.

Conjugate modelling circumvents imposing (simplified/constant) CTCs as boundary conditions at the air-porous material interface in drying simulations. In addition, it allows to determine them a-posteriori, by which their spatial and temporal variability can be unveiled (e.g. [46], Figure 5). As the air-side transport at the interface is explicitly solved, this modelling approach is inherently more accurate and does not require the use of the heat and mass transfer analogy, which can have a significant added value for complex flow problems. For this reason,

Conjugate modelling strongly gained popularity in the past decade (Figure 4). A recent review of conjugate modelling for drying processes was given by Defraeye et al. [75]. Lemus-Mondaca et al. [153] dealt with conjugate modelling within the broader context of thermal processing of food. An overview of the studies which applied a conjugate or semi-conjugate approach for applications related to drying, to the current knowledge of the author, is given in Table 2.

There are a few reasons why the conjugate approach has not yet replaced the use of (more simplified) CTCs in drying modelling. First, the physics to be solved in the porous material and the air flow (and associated time scales) are significantly different (Figure 3). Secondly, the most popular computational method to solve transport in each discretised domain (air or material) also differs: fluid-flow modelling with CFD predominantly relies on finite volume modelling [101,109], whereas heat and mass transport in porous materials together with mechanical deformation is commonly modelled using FEM [20]. These differences have hindered the (commercial) development and availability of dedicated software for such conjugate modelling.

Apart from some exceptions (e.g. COMSOL Multiphysics®), most existing commercial or in-house software is not developed for solving for both at the same time nor in a computationally efficient way. As such, conjugate models often have to be explicitly implemented, which can be done in several ways (see Table 2). First, a model for coupled heat and mass transport in porous materials can be implemented within existing CFD software. Commercial CFD software packages however often do not allow a (straightforward) implementation of such a model [94], amongst others due to limited access to the code. Second, a CFD code can be implemented in an existing drying model for porous materials. As the latter is often based on FEM, the CFD code can run much less computationally efficient and/or stable (than FVM), which could become an issue for complex 3D flow problems. Third, an existing (commercial) CFD code can be coupled to an existing porous material model in an explicit way, i.e. by exchanging of boundary condition information at the interface [46,154].

Due to limited availability or computational efficiency of such computational tools, the majority of the conjugate studies are rather academic, for simplified 2D geometries and laminar flow, and rely (fully or in part) on academically developed codes (see Table 2 and [75]). With respect to commercial software, COMSOL Multiphysics® (previously FEMLAB) clearly dominates. Since COMSOL’s CFD capabilities have been extended significantly over the past years, amongst others by including LES, this software is expected to become even more attractive for solving conjugate drying problems and the underlying multiphysics involved. The availability of user-friendly multiphysics software which can deal with complex 3D conjugate problems, including unsteady turbulent flow, opens perspectives for both researchers and industrial users. Such tools could increase the use of conjugate modelling to optimise industrial drying processes. For now, the (programming) effort that has to be undertaken is still a bridge too far for many (industrial) modellers.

Modellers should however acknowledge that the accuracy gained by conjugate modelling does not always outweigh the additional modelling effort or computational cost, even with dedicated user-friendly software. In specific cases, the use of simple CTCs can already be sufficient as detailed below. The level of complexity with which the (air-side) convective exchange has to be accounted for is actually strongly dependent on the moisture transport characteristics of the porous material. When moisture transport inside the porous material governs the drying kinetics, i.e. during the decreasing drying rate period (DDRP), the sensitivity to the convective boundary conditions can be very limited [15,46,75,155]. Hence a reduced accuracy of air-side transfer predictions by using CTCs instead of conjugate modelling does not necessarily disturb a reliable simulation [156]. Several foods dry predominantly in the DDRP, as the CDRP is limited or even non-existent [48,157]. Here material characterisation related to liquid and vapour transport within the product should deserve more attention instead of accurate modelling of the convective boundary conditions. Before embarking on a conjugate modelling study, which
implies CFD modelling, it is advised to perform a-priori a sensitivity analysis with respect to the relevance and the required degree of complexity of the convective boundary conditions. However, for strong non-isothermal drying in particular, conjugate modelling with respect to heat transfer is always advised [75] since: (1) convective heat exchange affects the latent heat supply needed for evaporation; (2) the boundary-layer resistance for heat transfer (i.e. the inverse of the CHTC) often lies much closer to the heat transfer resistance of typical porous materials, compared to those for mass transfer, by which heat transport inside the material will be less dominant compared to that in the boundary layer; and (3) mass transfer in porous materials can be thermally driven (Figure 3).

4.2.2 Coupled moisture-mechanics

For soft materials such as many foods or wood, dehydration is accompanied by structural changes of the porous matrix. The water loss induces deformation, such as shrinkage or warping, but also internal pore development, case hardening of the product shell and even damage by cracking. These have an (often negative) impact on product quality and, for food products in particular also on rehydration capacity or sensory properties (e.g. structure, texture, mouthfeel), which determine palatability, consumer acceptance and marketability. Furthermore, these structural changes, which take place at multiple scales, alter the moisture transport properties of the material dynamically during the drying process itself [158,159], and affect thereby the drying kinetics and the resulting drying time.

For these reasons, the structural changes to the porous material and their impact on the dehydration process should be included as well when modelling drying processes of soft (biological) material. Usually, only the hygro-mechanical deformation (shrinkage) is modelled and implies deformation driven solely by moisture removal, thus the absence of other external forces. A detailed review of drying models which account for hygro-mechanical deformation can be found in [60], which identifies its increasing use in drying modelling. These models should capture the most relevant physical processes with respect to dehydration-driven deformation. At high moisture content and small deformations, soft materials typically exhibit a viscoelastic, rubbery behaviour. Here, the water removal due to drying is quasi entirely compensated by a decrease in volume of the material, by which a linearly proportionality relationship is found between volume change and water content, which is called free shrinkage [160]. At lower moisture contents and larger deformations, soft materials often behave more rigid (glassy), where the porous matrix exhibits a certain resistance to volume reduction. As such, the volume reduction is smaller than the amount of water removed and the internal porosity will increase, leading to a non-linear relationship between shrinkage and water content [161], which is called non-free shrinkage. Next to hygrostresses, also thermal stresses and associated deformations can be induced in strong non-isothermal conditions.

Models of multiphase transport in porous media which include hygro-mechanical deformation are usually existing models for heat and mass transfer (without deformation, see section 3) which are simply extended to include shrinkage [60,66,67,162,163]. The coupling between water transport and deformation can be (see Figure 6, [60]): (i) one-way, i.e. where water transport induces (hygro-)mechanical deformation but is itself not affected by shrinkage, by which the same equations as non-shrinking models can be used (e.g. [164]); (ii) two-way, where the (hygro-)mechanical deformation also affects water transport, and vice versa [165–170]. The coupling approach becomes apparent from the water transport equations, i.e. whether or not shrinkage is included here. The most common approaches for modelling hygro-mechanical deformation as well as water transport (for two-way coupling) are discussed separately below and are depicted schematically in Figure 6.
Hygro-mechanical deformation is modelled using two approaches. In a first approach, a relationship between shrinkage and moisture content is determined, empirically or based on more fundamental principles, of which a review can be found in [160]. These shrinkage models allow a straightforward prediction of the deformation, namely by means of a simple algebraic equation, by which they are very popular. In a second approach, shrinkage of the solid matrix is explicitly modelled by solving its momentum balance. This approach is inherently more complicated as it requires solving a partial differential equation and determining relevant mechanical material properties. Here, predominantly small deformations, assuming linear (visco-)elastic materials, are modelled. Drying of several soft materials, such as many foods, is however accompanied by large deformations (> 1-2%, e.g. [171]), which require nonlinear (elasticity) theory to be used, for example assuming a hyperelastic material [45,164].

Modelling such hygro-mechanical deformation by using conventional solid mechanics models and software has been impeded by the intrinsic additional modelling effort for including water transport [172,173]. Furthermore, such advanced drying modelling is complicated by the fact that the mechanical (and water transport) properties, which serve as an input for the model, can change significantly during drying, which ideally requires an additional effort with respect to material characterisation (section 4.3).

When modelling water (and heat) transport in the material, the impact of shrinkage is rarely accounted for [60], implying a one-way coupling (Figure 6). As such, phenomena as changing water transport properties as a function of deformation state, or water transport driven by stress-induced water pressure build up within the solid matrix during rapid deformation cannot be captured. Though a two-way coupling is rarely considered to date, it might be the way to go in future to study and unveil phenomena currently not feasible with one-way coupling. Such two-way coupling can be included in several ways in the model, of which some are depicted in Figure 6. In addition to deformation, other dehydration-induced structural changes, such as mechanical damage by surface cracking, should deserve more attention with respect to modelling as they affect the water transport during drying but also the final product quality (see [174,175]).

### 4.2.3 Perspectives towards integral multiphysics models for drying

Modelling heat and mass transport in materials during drying can also be coupled to models for physical processes other than air flow around the product (conjugate, section 4.2.1) or (hygro-)mechanical deformation (section 4.2.2). The most known example here is probably drying modelling by means of microwave heating [28,176–179], which is often performed in combination with convective or infrared drying. In principle, any other physical process can be included in a multiphysics model, as long as the software permits its implementation and model calibration and validation are successful. Within the field of food engineering, the group of Datta is at the forefront of such multiphysics modelling of dehydration processes, (for references see section 4.2.1-4.2.3).

Future perspectives in multiphysics modelling should be directed towards developing more complete multiphysics models for drying, i.e. models which couple heat and mass transport within the material simultaneously with multiple other physical processes (e.g. deformation, airflow, radiation), instead of with only a single one (e.g. as in conjugate modelling, section 4.2.1). Particularly for food, such next-generation dehydration models should also include (bio)chemical or biological (degradation) processes to be able to address quality and safety parameters. Examples of such processes are thermal degradation, nutrient and enzyme loss, organoleptical quality changes (color loss, flavour/aroma loss, texture) or microbial (de)activation(e.g. [55,180]). These processes have been typically modelled stand-alone [181] and coupling with multiphysics (dehydration) modelling has been limited for food drying, but is more established in other thermal food processing operations (e.g. sterilisation, [28,74]).
use of such overarching integral models is not reported to date for drying applications, to the best knowledge of the author.

Such integrative models are indispensable to progress beyond the current state-of-the-art in drying process optimisation. The main reason is that such optimisation often results in various conflicting interrelations between process parameters and process objectives, resulting in complex trade-offs [182]. A typical example for food is how an increased drying rate, induced by a higher temperature or airflow rate, has a beneficial effect on throughput, microbiological lethality and shelf life but can reduce food quality by nutrition loss, surface cracking or case hardening and can also increase energy consumption, operational costs, food waste, losses by off-spec products and the embodied energy therein. Identifying these complex and often conflicting interrelations is critical for optimising this multi-objective problem, and will ask for an unprecedented integrative modelling approach. In the first place, this requires that all relevant physical processes are resolved simultaneously in a coupled way, but if necessary also the relevant (bio)chemistry and biology. Solving for the latter is less challenging as models for deteriorative (bio)chemical and biological processes (e.g. vitamin degradation in food) can be successfully described by simple kinetic models [181]. Development of such integral models is thus very timely and will allow to unveil these multivariate interrelations. In addition, when integrated in a user-friendly software environment, their increased realism can make modelling of drying processes much more attractive [28]. In a next step, these models can also be used as a basis for an even more overarching evaluation of the drying process, namely by including energy consumption and energy quality and other drying process parameters (such as product losses, off-spec products, total throughput, process economics, etc.), as discussed in section 5.4.

Developing and running such coupled, integral models will definitely be challenging for drying engineers given the current difficulties encountered when coupling dehydration with airflow or deformation (section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). Specific bottlenecks include the computational cost associated with modelling realistic three-dimensional dryer configurations, a user-friendly problem setup and simulation, and straightforward implementation of the relevant multiphysics processes. A proper software environment is of key importance here. Finally, a strong coupling between the physics to be solved (e.g. heat, mass, mechanics) is present via the transport equations and material properties (e.g. a dependency on moisture content or temperature [20,46], Figure 3) and dealing with the resulting complexities for coupling, implementation and simulation is a major challenge. For these reasons, such integral models in drying technology are envisaged to emerge first within academic environments and for academic studies (e.g. drying of a single product in 2D). In addition, these advanced models are currently the less preferred choice with respect to model-based optimisation of food processes, compared to more simplified modelling approaches [16,182]. The reason is their high computational cost, as optimisation algorithms involve evaluation of many different scenarios to converge to an optimal solution.

### 4.3 Multiscale modelling
The products to be dried are inherently multiscale assemblies (see section 2.2), where observations during drying at the macroscale (e.g. shrinkage) actually originate from changes at microscale level [91,92,183]. A deeper understanding of drying at product level (macroscale) by means of modelling, but also better model accuracy, might be sought by explicitly accounting for transport phenomena at lower scales in the model as well, to some degree of complexity.

Two approaches can be applied for this purpose: cross-scale modelling and multiscale modelling. Cross-scale modelling indicates that a large range of length scales is included within a single computational setup (e.g. [119,121]). As the range of length scales that can be included in most models is rather limited, due to the high
computational cost associated with resolving all of them simultaneously, this approach is rarely pursued in computer-aided drying process engineering. Instead, multiscale modelling is preferred. Here, the relevant transport phenomena at each spatial (and temporal) scale of interest are calculated separately by a submodel. Often, each of these submodels is based on different modelling principles, techniques and even software. As such, co-simulation is often applied for multiscale modelling, i.e. coupling two or more different software, instead of integrating all models into a single software environment. The coupling of these submodels, by exchanging information between them, is the essence of a multiscale model. A multiscale model usually outperforms a full cross-scale modelling approach with respect to the range of length scales that can be included and the computational cost, which does not necessarily increase steeply with the amount of length scales (thus submodels). On the other hand, the performance and accuracy of a multiscale model heavily relies on an appropriate coupling of the submodels.

Such a multiscale coupling can be one-way (sequential). Here, calculations are performed independently at one scale by a particular submodel, and relevant information is subsequently transferred to a higher scale (upscaling, homogenisation, coarse-graining, [184]) or to a lower scale (downscaling, localisation, fine-graining). A well-known example here is the determination of apparent macroscopic material (transport) properties (and their dependency on temperature, moisture content, etc.) via homogenisation from numerical simulations at the microscale, i.e. at the scale of a REV (e.g. [185]). One-way coupling allows to link multiple scales (i.e. >2) in a straightforward way [186]. The validity and applicability of such sequential coupling decreases if too many dependent variables have to be accounted for [184] and if time scales overlap, as then the thermodynamic equilibrium condition of the phases is not satisfied locally in a REV. In this case, the lower-scale transport (e.g. microscale) depends not only on the higher-scale transport, but also on the history of the latter [59,187].

In such cases, a two-way (parallel, concurrent) coupling is more appropriate. Here, submodels at two or more scales are solved simultaneously and information is exchanged [187]. Hereby, temporal changes of variables (e.g. temperature) and gradients over a REV, e.g. at the microscale, are explicitly resolved [59]. The most well-known example of two-way multiscale modelling is probably CFD modelling of particle/droplet drying, where the flow in the entire dryer as well as the drying behaviour of individual particles is resolved simultaneously [146,188,189]. The term “multiscale” is however not often used in this context. Other studies using two-way multiscale coupling for drying are, amongst others, [190–198]. Even though such two-way coupling is time consuming, particularly if more than two scales are involved, it is still more computationally economical than cross-scale modelling. For particle drying, the latter would imply that the boundary-layer flow around each individual particle has to be resolved, which is currently not feasible.

Multiscale modelling has distinct advantages. First, it allows to study transport processes at all scales of interest, which is difficult or even not possible with experimental techniques at the lowest scales. Prerequisites are that a reliable, validated computational model is available at each scale and that all scales can be coupled appropriately. Second, different aspects of the drying process, such as drying time, product quality and dryer energy usage, can be addressed and optimised at the same time, where each of these aspects is associated with a specific scale and model (see [190,191]): changes in material texture and structure at the microscale; drying time and product quality (cracking/warping) of individual products at the macroscale; energy consumption at the dryer scale.

Despite its potential, multiscale modelling has been applied rarely in drying technology and mainly by academics [30]. The group of Perré is at the forefront in this field [59,187,190–192]. Nevertheless, multiscale modelling is envisaged to protrude more in drying R&D in the coming decades (Figure 4) due to its unique ability to incorporate the very rich physics at the lower scales, especially regarding microstructure, into models at the macroscale and dryer scale. The main challenge while developing such multiscale models is the (one-way or two-
way) coupling of the submodels which describe the relevant physics at each scale. The coupling procedure and its numerical accuracy are critical for successful multiscale modelling and should be verified. Particularly for two-way coupling, an important aspect is the sensitivity to the time step, where the coupling time step between submodels and the time step used in individual submodel simulations can be taken different [187]. In addition, efficient coupling and information exchange between submodels, which often use different software, is a point of concern. Another major hurdle faced when performing multiscale modelling is that the user is expected to have expertise of the modelling methods in each submodel that is used and of the underlying physics at each scale, which is far from evident. The typical case-specific nature of multiscale models, induced by the large differences in material characteristics, their microstructure (Figure 2), the transport processes therein, the submodel types and different software used, restricts to some extent a generalised modelling framework.

For a broader background on the multiscale modelling paradigm, the reader is referred to textbooks, since multiscale modelling has been more developed in other fields of research, compared to drying technology [199,200].

### 4.4 Material properties & modelling

Continuum models (for meso-, macro- and dyer scale) aim to include all relevant physics governing the drying process in order to allow realistic drying predictions and thereby make them a viable alternative to experiments. They however critically rely on material properties, such as thermal, mass transport, mechanical, rheological, kinetic (chemical and microbiological changes), dielectric and radiative properties [28]. These material properties, including transport-related properties [201], are usually determined by experiments, but also by theoretical predictions or numerical simulations [184,202,203]. The latter implies simulations at the scale of the REV, e.g. pore network simulations. Such simulations are becoming more popular, particularly within the framework of multiscale modelling (section 4.3), since the dependency of a property on various parameters (temperature, moisture content, etc.) can be evaluated rather easily and in a very detailed way. These property data are typically turned into a model equation [29], describing for example its dependency on temperature, which can be directly implemented in a macroscopic continuum model. These “property models” should have low complexity, a limited amount of input/dependent parameters and should be determined for a representative range (e.g. temperature). Their accuracy is typically below 10% for most properties [29]. Though such material properties are key determinants for the accuracy of a drying simulation, modellers in research or engineering often cannot find or acquire such material property data in sufficient degree of detail within a reasonable timeframe or at a reasonable cost, for several reasons.

First of all, they are not readily available or even not determined for many products, due to continuously emerging new products and the large amount of materials currently available, which is particularly the case for biological materials such as foods [48]. For several properties, for example those related to water transport, measurements are very complex, time consuming and require specialised equipment and expertise [19,204,205]. Though such specialized characterisation is often undertaken by academics, industrial users are less likely to spend this time while performing a modelling study.

Secondly, material properties change during the drying process, as they are dependent on multiple parameters such as temperature, moisture content, structure (deformation, porosity) and the interaction of product components with water [48,183,206]. This multivariate dependency at different stages of the drying process again implies an additional characterisation effort.
Thirdly, variability on these material properties is induced by material heterogeneity in manufactured materials but particularly in natural products, due to intrinsic biological variability. Additional variability is introduced by the measurement accuracy of the test setup (experimental uncertainty) and differences in measuring equipment, measurement protocol and data postprocessing between different laboratories [207–210]. This variability implies that sufficient repeats have to be performed to determine representative (mean) property data and to quantify the variation, which is a very tedious procedure.

Acquiring appropriate material property data thus still often forms a bottleneck in continuum modelling [29]. The required expertise and equipment, the need for many repeats and the multivariate dependency of the material properties often pose a serious barrier to drying engineers, which leads to a severely downsized material characterization or the use of values from literature. Appropriate material data, and associated predictive equations or models [29], can currently be considered as one of the largest needs in drying modelling. Steps towards their widespread availability are imperative for making modelling more useful and attractive for drying engineers [28]. Extending current material property databases, amongst others those built-in in commercial software, plays an important role here. Furthermore, future efforts should be directed even more towards straightforward numerical modelling of properties, by means of homogenisation, as in-silico experiments have the distinct advantage that a large amount of repeats can easily be performed, the multivariate dependency on drying parameters can be determined and experimental errors are non-existent.

Apart from experimental or numerical acquisition of these properties, the propagation of the variability (or uncertainty) on the material properties into the numerical simulation results is also a key aspect to be addressed, as it can have a large impact on the outcome of drying process calculation (Figure 7). The stochastic Monte Carlo method has been successfully applied for this purpose ([207], Figure 7). The Monte Carlo method is however computationally expensive, as it requires about a few 1000 simulation runs. More computationally-economic probabilistic perturbation methods [211,212] have also been used for drying [213]. They are based on the analysis of the propagation of a small perturbation of the stochastic variables into the solution. Apart from for material properties, such stochastic methods can also be applied to analyse the impact of varying process conditions (airflow rate, initial moisture content, etc.), as done by [190,214,215].

Though the critical impact of such material property variability on the drying rate was already identified (e.g. [207]), such stochastic modelling studies are rarely undertaken for drying, mainly due to the additional time and effort required. Accounting for such variability/uncertainty propagation is however envisaged to be one of the most important steps to be taken in the future to allow more reliable and realistic drying predictions. In any case, simple property sensitivity analysis is always strongly recommended.

5. Future developments
Specific future perspectives for each of the advanced computational methods for modelling drying of porous materials were detailed in the respective sections above. Below, more general, overarching future developments and challenges in the context of such advanced modelling are briefly discussed.

5.1 Best practice and quality control
CFD is often referred to as “Colourful Fluid Dynamics”, implying here that with CFD, one can generate nice flow-field visualisations but not necessarily realistic ones. Though this terminology is mainly applied by modelling sceptics, limited model accuracy can indeed be masked to some extent by CFD software and its graphical output. Such suspicion with respect to the accuracy of advanced computational methods in general is not entirely unjustified as a large variety of errors can be introduced by the user [109]: (1) physical modelling errors, related

to simplifications in the computational model, compared to reality, but also those related to the turbulence-modelling and boundary-layer modelling approaches, the imposed boundary conditions or the implemented submodels; (2) discretisation errors, related to the spatial discretisation (computational grid) and temporal discretisation (time step); (3) iterative convergence errors, i.e. when the simulation is ended.

Nowadays, the step towards advanced modelling of drying processes is becoming ever smaller for researchers and industrial users, amongst others due to more user-friendly or open source software. Nevertheless, (new) users should not take modelling lightly and should be aware of the errors they can introduce by bad practice and misuse of modelling techniques, as their impact can be substantial[100]. Dedicated quality control is required while performing a modelling study, even though this brings along additional work. Within the CFD community in particular, there has always been an attitude towards performing detailed quality assurance of simulations, which led to the development of several best practice guidelines (e.g. [109,134]).

Similar guidelines, specifically oriented towards modelling in drying technology, are particularly timely since the modelling community is growing fast here. Such best practice in drying modelling is of key importance to increase the credibility and trust of modelling and to refute criticism, but also to facilitate training and dissemination of computer-aided drying process engineering to both engineers and academics.

Finally, modellers will always have to compromise between modelling accuracy and complexity on the one hand and computational restrictions to time or resources on the other hand. Modellers should always acknowledge, and preferably even quantify, the impact of their modelling approaches and simplifications on the accuracy of their results[216], particularly since their choices are often driven by computational restrictions to time or resources, instead of modelling accuracy.

5.2 Model validation

The need for detailed experimental data which can be used to validate advanced numerical simulations is widely acknowledged in the drying community. Such validation data is often not available for the specific case of interest [6,75], or is limited (e.g. with low spatial or temporal resolution, only gravimetric data, etc.). These limitations are the main drivers for research towards more advanced experimental techniques, such as non-destructive imaging, and the development of new drying equipment (e.g. novel laboratory dryer tunnels) to monitor and study drying processes.

Particularly experimental techniques based on non-destructive imaging show promising perspectives for more detailed validation of numerical models. The most popular ones are presented in Table 3 together with a few applications. A more in depth discussion can be found in [217] and [218], amongst others. There is a strong relation between the attainable spatial resolution in the image and the image acquisition time, which both depend on the used technique and the type of device used (e.g. laboratory, synchrotron or clinical X-ray) [93]. The high spatial resolution of some techniques (e.g. < 1 μm for X-ray) even allows to study transport processes down to the microscale level. A particular bottleneck for some drying processes are the time scales, which are strongly problem specific and can become very low (e.g. spray drying). As such, time-resolved measurements can become difficult (e.g. 4D tomography). This continuously pushes researchers towards developing ultra-fast imaging (e.g. neutron: [219]; X-ray: [220,221]; MRI: [222]).

Examples of novel equipment development are for example acoustic levitation or a magnetic suspension balance for studying drying of single particles or droplets [223], a device to measure water activity at product surfaces during drying [224] and a sensor to measure the CHTC at high spatial and temporal resolution [225].
Future developments are expected towards better integration of non-destructive imaging techniques with the experimental equipment [226], and optimisation of this ensemble specifically for drying applications. An example is the use of a (mini) laboratory drying chamber which is designed specifically for the non-destructive imaging setup in which it is to be used [227], and which can include even environmental control with the possibility to rotate samples for tomography [228]. Another option is customisation of the imaging system specifically for the test setup [229]. Such customisation and integration should further increase the added value of non-destructive imaging techniques to study drying processes and particularly to validate numerical simulations. Since such experiments are very time-consuming and costly to develop and execute, detailed validation is still predominantly performed in academics, and more simplified validation is performed in industry [28].

5.3 Geometrical models
The computational methods discussed in this review require a geometric model of the product to be dried and/or of the dryer topology (e.g. drying chamber). At the dryer scale and macroscale, such 3D geometrical models can usually be generated by CAD modelling. For very complex and irregular product shapes or at the lower scales, CAD generation of such models is often more challenging, for example for biological materials such as food. Alternatives are based on both destructive (e.g. microtome, [86]) and non-destructive 3D imaging techniques (X-ray (micro-)CT, MRI, laser scanning, etc., [93,230], see also Table 3). They allow explicit imaging of the exterior and/or interior structure of materials at sub-millimetre resolution (e.g. wood: [231–233]; plant organs: [234,235]; stone: [236]), and even down to a few hundred nanometers for some techniques (e.g. synchrotron X-ray sources, [234]). 3D high-resolution CAD models can be generated subsequently from the images by reverse engineering.

Such imaging techniques are becoming more popular for geometric model generation for drying modelling purposes, amongst others due to easier accessibility to these technologies. They have been used, for example, to generate computational models for drying of corn kernels [168], drying of granular media [237] and water transport in wood vessels [86]. Apart from generating geometric models for simulations, some of these imaging techniques are especially useful to generate the appropriate initial or boundary conditions for simulations, for example the initial moisture content distribution inside the material from neutron imaging [238].

5.4 Integrated modelling towards energy-smart drying
Drying process evaluation and optimisation should ideally cover all key aspects of the process, namely:

- Product quality (e.g. product heterogeneity, critical moisture content, case hardening, nutritional content) and product losses (e.g. off-spec products) but also product (food) safety.
- Individual product drying time and total throughput.
- Process/equipment design, operation and control.
- Energy use and consumption (e.g. reduce/recuperate waste heat, avoid excessive energy use by overdrying, pre-treatments such as dewatering), the indirect energy loss embodied in the product losses and recently also energy quality (exergy, [239–243]).
- Process economics [3].

These aspects are all strongly coupled. An in-depth understanding of the dehydration process of the product is essential to enhance drying processes as it plays a key role in all of these aspects. Process optimisation is thus a
multi-objective problem with various complex interrelations between process parameters and process objectives, resulting in multiple trade-offs [182], as illustrated below.

As an example, overdrying of the product does not only reduce product quality, but also increases energy costs, as more water is evaporated (latent heat) and drying times are longer. Another illustration of this strong coupling is that around 38% of the total energy consumed by the food chain is embodied in the global annual food losses [38,244]. Furthermore, product pre-treatments prior to drying aim at saving energy [11], for example via dewatering, by which the amount of water to be evaporated is reduced, or via partial destruction of the material microstructure, by which water transport inside the material is facilitated, leading to increased drying rates. A final illustration is the use of renewable energy, namely solar drying, as an alternative to conventional hot-air drying. Though the energy consumption is reduced, the product quality can decrease significantly due to radiation-related degradation (e.g. surface cracking, nutritional content, discolouration) if products are exposed to direct sunlight (e.g. [56,245]). Even indirect solar drying, i.e. using solar radiation just to preheat the drying air, is not ideal due to the systematic (day-night cycle) and stochastic fluctuations (cloudiness) in incident radiation, also leading to partial rehydration of the food. As such, thermal storage systems, auxiliary heating or incorporating desiccants is required to keep the total drying time within limits and thereby avoid associated spoilage of the product [246,247]. Several upcoming, more energy-smart drying technologies should thus be evaluated in close relation with dehydatation of the product itself, such as osmotic dehydration, heat-pump assisted drying, use of zeolites, solar drying, superheated steam drying, hybrid and multistage drying, (partial) air recirculation/recuperation and others (see [7,11,12,243,248–251]).

From the examples above, it is clear that energy is closely intertwined with the drying technology used and the processing conditions, the product quality and its drying behaviour, but also with the amount of embodied water and water transport in the material [3]. In a more general context, the close coupling of energy with food and water was recently presented as the energy-water-food nexus concept [252,253], and is presented as a novel paradigm to increase efficiency in each of these sectors by improving synergies between them. Likewise, a case-specific nexus concept can be put forward for drying processes, namely the product-energy-water-process nexus, as illustrated in Figure 8. Examples of the complex coupling between all its sectors were discussed above. Below, a first outlook towards the application of a nexus concept for advanced modelling of dehydration processes in particular is given.

The advanced numerical modelling methods used to analyse drying of porous materials, discussed in this review paper, mainly focus on product quality and drying time/throughput within the context of optimising dryer design, drying conditions (operation) or process control. As mentioned, the future development of integral models (including multiphysics, biochemistry, biology) should aid in identifying the complex interrelations between different influence factors of the drying process (section 4.2.3), which should allow to take important steps towards next-generation drying technology. Though such integral models would already allow to cover large parts of the drying nexus (Figure 8), the energy (and exergy) aspect is rarely included in such advanced dehydration modelling ([99,254], section 4). Though dedicated energy-optimisation models for dryers exist, which have their own software tools, the product itself and its drying behaviour are modelled quite simplified [15,250,255], which prevents to cover some parts of the drying nexus in the models.

Future efforts in the advanced computational methods mentioned above (section 4), which rely mainly on multiphysics models, should therefore be directed towards integrating energy consumption and energy quality of the drying process, as well as other parts of the drying nexus (Figure 8), in the respective models and subsequent process analysis. Similar to the multiscale modelling paradigm, which recently gained a lot of popularity in drying modelling (Figure 4), such integrated “nexus” modelling can also become a useful paradigm for developing next-
generation drying technology as the resulting interdisciplinary synergy can improve efficiency of all sectors of this nexus. Such nexus modelling can be done within a single (multiphysics) software environment but also by coupling different programs (co-simulation). A recent step towards such an integrative approach was done by Perré et al. [190,191]. They used a multiscale model to combine detailed modelling of the product drying process (wood) together with energy consumption of the drying kiln, which allowed to evaluate different drying technologies from both an energy as well as a product quality (i.e. final moisture content) perspective.

Such integrative nexus approaches in computer-aided drying process engineering should allow to produce more energy-smart products (e.g. food, [38]) using more sustainable and green drying technology. On a final note, energy-smart drying is not only critical in an industrial setting, but also for rural applications. For food, losses related to drying in developing countries are often caused by lack of accessibility to energy. The Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) of the UN will particularly stimulate future initiatives for energy-efficient, affordable drying technology for rural settings ([256]).
6. Conclusions

This review dealt with emerging advanced computational methods for modelling dehydration of porous materials, which was approached from a combined multiphysics, multiscale and multiphase viewpoint. The advanced modelling methods included computational fluid dynamics (CFD), several multiphysics modelling methods (e.g. conjugate modelling), multiscale modelling and modelling of material properties and the propagation of material property variability into the simulation results. Current needs and challenges were identified for each of these approaches, of which the most crucial ones are summarised briefly.

- Integration of all relevant physical processes, but also biochemistry and biology, into a single integral model is still pending. Such an integral model would imply that heat and mass transport within the porous material is solved simultaneously coupled with all other physical processes which are essential to the drying process and material of interest, such as airflow around the material, (hygro-)mechanical deformation and damage, radiation (e.g. solar or microwave) and (bio)chemical and biological (degradation) processes (e.g. nutrient degradation, colour change, microbiological activity, etc). Such an integral approach is imperative for a realistic assessment of product quality and drying time and their relation to drying conditions, and to identify the complex and often conflicting interrelations between process parameters, which have a multivariate dependency.

- In a next step, these integral models can form the basis for an even more overarching evaluation of the drying process, namely by including other aspects of the drying nexus (product-energy-water-process) as well in the model (Figure 8), such as energy consumption or efficiency and product losses, amongst others. Such an integrated, energy-oriented computational assessment of the drying process is essential to progress to prime product quality and high product throughput together with low energy usage, carbon footprint and better resource efficiency. Adopting a highly interdisciplinary approach is unavoidable here.

- A-priori sensitivity analysis to the drying process parameters and physics is required, before embarking on a coupled multiphysics simulation, as advanced modelling does not necessarily lead to additional accuracy or insight for every case.

- One of the most important lacunas for many advanced modelling methods is the availability of user-friendly (commercial) software specialised for drying applications, which incorporates all relevant multiphysics transport processes involved (plus biochemistry and biology) and which does not require a significant additional programming effort or expertise from the user. Such tools are paramount to bridge the current gap in drying process modelling between research and industry by making it more attractive and accessible and by allowing more straightforward knowledge transfer.

- Obtaining appropriate material properties required for modelling still forms a bottleneck. Reasons are not only the lack of availability of such data, the time and cost related to their measurements and their strong dependency on process parameters and the drying process, but also the (biological) variability between individual products. Evaluating the impact of the propagation of such variability into the simulation results using stochastic methods is also considered to be an essential future focus.

- Model validation is considered as important for evaluating model accuracy as it is for providing confidence to (industrial) users of the performance and capabilities of advanced modelling, and thereby revoking criticism. Another way of increasing the credibility and trust towards modelling for drying processes is rigorous quality verification of the simulations results and establishing associated best practice in this community.

**Recommendation**

The future outlook for advanced modelling in drying R&D is promising. Though such modelling methods are not expected to replace laboratory, pilot-plant or full-scale testing, they can complement them in optimising current dryers and drying processes and in developing novel ones, tailored for the new requirements of the future society. As such, these computational methods can in some cases just give the edge needed to render methods cost beneficial, which is still the sole criterion for industrial implementation. The long half-life of dryers make such efforts towards more energy-smart and environmentally-friendly drying technology particularly worthwhile and timely. Despite the hurdles faced at the moment, advanced modelling of dehydration processes of porous materials is expected to play an increasingly important role in drying technology R&D in the next decades.
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Table 1. Performance of Eulerian-Lagrangian (E-L) and Eulerian-Eulerian (E-E) two-phase modelling methods (particles or droplets) for different CFD modelling criteria. The best approach according to each criterion is indicated (with x) and a motivation is provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>E-L</th>
<th>E-E</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle transport</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>In E-E, the particle time history is lost (velocity, temperature, residence time, particle deposition position), turbulent dispersion is modelled in a less generalised way (rather relying on empirical coefficients) and interacting jets of sprays cannot be modelled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle drying kinetics</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>E-L allows the heat and mass exchange of individual particles with the flow to be calculated and monitored in a transient way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle-wall &amp; particle-particle</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>E-L allows more realistic and more general modelling of wall deposition (sticking, adhesion) and particle bouncing as well as particle agglomeration or droplet coalescence (cohesion) since individual particles are considered, for example by considering explicitly the collision dynamics or interparticle forces. E-E is bound to rely on more empirically-obtained constitutive equations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interactions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle density</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>E-L is only applicable in practice for dilute mixtures as this keeps the computational cost within limits. E-E is in principle applicable for any particle loading, though it ceases to be valid for very low particle volume fractions (typically below 0.1%, [134]), as the continuum assumption is violated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle size</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>E-E is in principle not justified for large particles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>E-L is more suitable for small systems as this keeps the computational cost within limits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational cost</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>E-L implies a high computational cost since individual particles have to be tracked and transient simulations are required in order to attain steady-state conditions with respect to particle flow. E-E has in principle a lower computational cost as it can often be solved in steady-state, but only if the particle size range is narrow. For wide ranges, the computational cost for E-E can surpass that of E-L since an additional transport equation has to be solved for each size fraction for E-E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallelisation &amp; storage</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>E-L is less efficient due to the transfer of individual particles across the different parts of the computational domain, which is decomposed for parallelisation. E-L also requires significantly more data storage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational stability</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>E-L is often more stable, thus shows better convergence, and is less susceptible to numerical diffusion errors. With E-E, refinement of the grid and reduction of the time step can limit numerical diffusion and improve convergence behaviour.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Overview of numerical modelling research of drying of porous materials using conjugate convective heat and mass transfer modelling, including software used (ordered chronologically and based, in part, on [75]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Porous material</th>
<th>Fluid flow</th>
<th>Coupling</th>
<th>Fluid flow modelling</th>
<th>Dimenson</th>
<th>Software for PM modelling</th>
<th>Software for fluid flow modelling (CFD)</th>
<th>Implemented in same software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chen and Pei (1989) [151]</td>
<td>Wool bobbins, brick slabs and corn kernels</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FC*</td>
<td>CTCs (*)</td>
<td>1D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masmoudi and Prat [257]</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Lam.</td>
<td>FC*</td>
<td>CTCs (*)</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeghmati et al. [258]</td>
<td>capillary PM</td>
<td>Lam.</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>BL Eqs.</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolinskiy et al. [259]</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>Lam.</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>BL Eqs.</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliveira et al. [260]</td>
<td>Corn meal plate</td>
<td>Lam.</td>
<td>SC (*)</td>
<td>BL Eqs.</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliveira and Haghighi [261]</td>
<td>Wood board sample</td>
<td>Lam.</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Nav.-Stok.</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>FIDAP (1993)</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suresh et al. [262]</td>
<td>Brick</td>
<td>Lam.</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Nav.-Stok.</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murugesan et al. [263]</td>
<td>Brick</td>
<td>Lam.</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Nav.-Stok.</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erriguible et al. [154,264]</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>Turb.</td>
<td>FC (*)</td>
<td>Nav.-Stok.</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>ANSYS Fluent 6</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaya et al. [116]</td>
<td>Rectangular cylinders (apple slices)</td>
<td>Turb.</td>
<td>UC</td>
<td>Nav.-Stok.</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Fluent 6.1</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curcio et al. [266]</td>
<td>Cylindrical carrots</td>
<td>Turb.</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Nav.-Stok.</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>COMSOL 3.3</td>
<td>COMSOL 3.3</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younsi et al. [267]</td>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>Turb.</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Nav.-Stok.</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>ANSYS-CFX10</td>
<td>ANSYS-CFX10</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamnatou et al. [269]</td>
<td>Rectangular cylinder (apple slice)</td>
<td>Lam.</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Nav.-Stok.</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamnatou et al. [270]</td>
<td>Rectangular cylinders (apple and banana slices)</td>
<td>Lam.</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Nav.-Stok.</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandra Mohan and Talukdar [117]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lam.</td>
<td>UC</td>
<td>Nav.-Stok.</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>FASTEST3D</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defraeye et al. [46]</td>
<td>Mineral plaster plate</td>
<td>Lam.</td>
<td>FC (*)</td>
<td>Nav.-Stok.</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Fluent 6.3</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halder and Datta [122]</td>
<td>Rectangular potato slab</td>
<td>Lam.</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Nav.-Stok.</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>COMSOL 3.5a</td>
<td>COMSOL 3.5a</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurnia et al. [102]</td>
<td>Rectangular potato slice</td>
<td>Turb.</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Nav.-Stok.</td>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Fluent 6.3 (*)</td>
<td>Fluent 6.3</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemus-Mondaca et al. [152]</td>
<td>Rectangular papaya slices</td>
<td>Turb.</td>
<td>FC*</td>
<td>CTCs (*)</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BL Eqs.:** Boundary-layer equations, FC: Full coupling (PM and flow field are both solved each time step), FC*: Full coupling (PM and CTCs are both solved each time step, where CTCs are dependent on PM conditions), FC**: Full coupling (PM and flow field are both solved but in steady state), Lam: Laminar flow, Nav.-Stok.: Navier-Stokes equations, PM: Porous material, SC: Semicoupled (fluid flow is solved assuming a quasi-steady flow field but transport of fluid flow is solved assuming a quasi-steady flow field but transport of...
heat and moisture in the flow field is calculated every time step, as well as in the PM. \textbf{Turb.}: Turbulent flow, \textbf{UC}: Uncoupled approach (CTCs from separate CFD simulation and these are afterwards transferred to porous-material model), (\textbf{a}): CTCs vary with the moisture content in the decreasing drying rate period, (\textbf{b}): Local CTCs obtained with superposition method ([271], pp. 175-178) for each time step, (\textbf{c}): PM and flow field are solved using two different programs where during each time step iterations are performed between both programs until convergence is reached within that time step, (\textbf{d}): PM and flow field are solved using two different programs where BC information is exchanged between programs every time step, (\textbf{e}): Implemented by means of user-defined functions, (\textbf{f}): CTCs vary over time with the moisture content and temperature.
Table 3. Advanced non-destructive experimental imaging techniques used for monitoring dehydration processes, amongst others within the perspective validation of numerical models, together with some examples of applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental technique</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Measured quantity</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-ray (micro) computed tomography</td>
<td>Drying of wastewater sludge</td>
<td>Deformation, crack formation, moisture content &amp; drying rate, (porous) structure of the material</td>
<td>[226,229,272,273]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drying and (de)sorption of wood</td>
<td>Deformation (shrinkage and swelling), (porous) structure of the material, moisture content &amp; drying rate</td>
<td>[228,232,274–276]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drying of ceramics</td>
<td>Defect formation</td>
<td>[277]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dehydration of fruit</td>
<td>moisture content &amp; drying rate, deformation</td>
<td>[164]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drying of sand</td>
<td>moisture content</td>
<td>[278]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutron imaging</td>
<td>Drying of fruit</td>
<td>moisture content &amp; drying rate, deformation</td>
<td>[227,238,279]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drying of sand</td>
<td>moisture content &amp; drying rate</td>
<td>[280]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drying of wood</td>
<td>moisture content</td>
<td>[281]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Dehydration of fruit in postharvest storage</td>
<td>moisture content &amp; drying rate</td>
<td>[282]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drying of a single droplet after absorption in porous material</td>
<td>moisture content &amp; drying rate</td>
<td>[283]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drying of porous catalyst support pellets</td>
<td>moisture content &amp; drying rate</td>
<td>[284]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drying of cement and concrete</td>
<td>moisture content &amp; drying rate</td>
<td>[218]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drying of paper and wood</td>
<td>moisture content &amp; drying rate</td>
<td>[285]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drying of paddy rice</td>
<td>moisture content</td>
<td>[286]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1. Number of papers on drying technology and its relation to energy, food and modelling, obtained from Scopus for selected journals, as a function of time (up to 2013). The cumulative amount is shown and each curve is scaled with the total number of papers, which is indicated between brackets. Details on the exact search queries used to generate these statistics are given in Appendix 1.

Figure 2. Multiscale nature of some products relevant to the drying industry.

Figure 3. Transport processes inside porous materials as well as exchange processes at air-material (or material-material) interfaces. The focus is on processes most relevant to drying.

Figure 4. Number of papers on drying technology and its relation to some advanced computational methods, obtained from Scopus for selected journals, as a function of time (up to 2013). The cumulative amount is shown and each curve is scaled with the total number of papers, which is indicated between brackets. Details on the exact search queries used to generate these statistics are given in Appendix 1.

Figure 5. Convective mass transfer coefficient (CMTC [s m$^{-1}$]) on the surface of a wet porous flat plate (mineral plaster) during convective drying, obtained by means of conjugate modelling, from [46]. The CMTC is presented as a function of time (scaled with total time $t_{tot}$) and location on the surface (scaled with the length of the plate $L$) calculated from conjugate modelling. The constant drying rate period (CDRP) and decreasing drying rate period (DDRP) are indicated.

Figure 6. Different approaches for modelling both deformation and water transport during dehydration of porous materials ($X$: moisture content; $t$: time; $V$: volume; $\varepsilon$: total strain; $\varepsilon_m$: mechanical strain (e.g. elastic); $\varepsilon_S$: shrinkage strain; PDE: partial differential equation; exp.: experimental).

Figure 7. Drying rate as a function of time for convective drying of a wet ceramic brick from [207]. The results of a Monte-Carlo simulation of the drying process are shown, where the heat and moisture transport (material) properties were used as a stochastic input. The resulting statistics of the drying rate (mean, median, minimal, maximal values and 5% and 95% quantiles), caused by material property variability, are shown. The drying rate is scaled with the drying rate during the CDRP and the time is scaled with total drying time.

Figure 8. The product-energy-water-process nexus related to drying processes.
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Figure 8. The product-energy-water-process nexus related to drying processes.
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APPENDIX 1: Search queries in Scopus for statistics in Figure 1 and Figure 4

The statistics on the number of papers on drying technology in relation to energy, food and modelling (Figure 1), and advanced computational methods (Figure 4) were obtained from Scopus (http://www.scopus.com/, statistics were acquired on 08/10/2013). This implied searching for specific keywords, e.g. drying AND modelling, within the Scopus database. Search queries were restricted more in detail in order to avoid that the results were biased by papers which contained these keywords, but were not relevant to drying technology. To this end, only selected journals in specific fields of research were considered. Note that the relevance of the results from the search with respect to drying technology was verified.

Following keyword combinations were searched for:

- **Figure 1**
  - Drying
  - Drying AND energy
  - Drying AND food
  - Drying AND (modelling OR modeling)
- **Figure 4**
  - Drying
  - Drying AND (modelling OR modeling)
  - drying AND (multiscale OR multi-scale)
  - drying AND (computational fluid dynamics OR CFD)
  - drying AND (multiscale OR multi-scale)
  - drying AND conjugate AND model

The search was restricted to following journals (ordered alphabetically):

- Aiche Journal
- Animal Feed Science and Technology
- Applied Energy
- Applied Engineering in Agriculture
- Applied Solar Energy English Translation of Geliotekhnik
- Applied Thermal Engineering
- Biomass and Bioenergy
- Biosystems Engineering
- Brazilian Journal of Chemical Engineering
- Cement and Concrete Composites
- Cement and Concrete Research
- Ceramics International
- Chemical Engineering and Processing Process Intensification
- Chemical Engineering and Technology
- Chemical Engineering Journal
- Chemical Engineering Science
- Construction and Building Materials
- Drying
- Drying Technology
- Energy

- Energy and Fuels
- Energy Conversion and Management
- European Food Research and Technology
- Fibre Chemistry
- Field Crops Research
- Food and Bioprocess Technology
- Food and Bioproducts Processing
- Food Research International
- Food Science and Biotechnology
- Food Science and Technology International
- Forest Products Journal
- Huaxue Gongcheng Chemical Engineering China
- Industrial and Engineering Chemistry Research
- Industrial Crops and Products
- Innovative Food Science and Emerging Technologies
- International Communications in Heat and Mass Transfer
- International Dairy Journal
- International Journal of Energy Research
- International Journal of Food Engineering
- International Journal of Food Properties
- International Journal of Food Science and Technology
- International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer
- Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry
- Journal of Agricultural Engineering Research
- Journal of Chemical Engineering of Japan
- Journal of Engineering Physics
- Journal of Engineering Physics and Thermophysics
- Journal of Experimental Botany
- Journal of Food Agriculture and Environment
- Journal of Food Engineering
- Journal of Food Process Engineering
- Journal of Food Processing and Preservation
- Journal of Food Protection
- Journal of Food Science
- Journal of Food Science and Technology
- Journal of Materials in Civil Engineering
- Journal of Porous Materials
- Journal of Stored Products Research
- Journal of the Science of Food and Agriculture
- Journal of Wood Science
- Magazine of Concrete Research
- Materials Letters
- Meat Science
- Microporous and Mesoporous Materials
- Renewable Energy
- Scientia Horticulturae
- Soil and Tillage Research
- Solar Energy
- Textile Research Journal
- Theoretical Foundations of Chemical Engineering
- Transactions of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
- Transport in Porous Media
- Wood and Fiber Science
- Wood Science and Technology
- ZI Ziegelindustrie International Brick and Tile Industry International

An example of an input query can be found below (for drying AND (modelling OR modeling))

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2014.06.027